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Student Brings 14 Pencils to Math Midterm
Just in Case

Obama Gets Slimed

Desperate Frat
Requires IDs to Leave

STANFORD, CA –– Freshman overachiever
Jessica Pan brought 14 pencils (4 Regular, 3 Mechanical, and 7 Colored) to her Math 51 Exam last
Tuesday.
“I wanted to be prepared for everything,” she
said. “I just knew that I’d never forgive myself for
not bringing the 14th if my first 13 broke or ran out
of lead.”
Luckily, she only had to use 3 of them to successfully complete the exam. Her first one broke in
half while furiously erasing what later turned out to
actually be the right answer.
She lost her second one when she put it down
on her lap to think, only to forget it was there moments later. Jessica managed to hold on to her third
one for the remainder of the exam, though she was
prepared for the worst.
She also brought easy mac, a flashlight, and a
portable tent for shelter.
“You can never be too sure what’s going to happen,” she said. While some students may consider

this excessive, Jessica takes pride in her preparation.

Check out STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM for sweet hilarious online-only content!

Student Wins Boothe Prize Three
Days Before Paper Due
STANFORD, CA—Taking a cue from
the Nobel Prize Committee, the Stanford
Writing Center has modified the guidelines used to determine the winners of
the Boothe Prize.
Last week, the writing center announced both the modified guidelines
and the winner of the 2009 Autumn
award.
“I couldn’t believe it—I hadn’t even
started writing my paper when they told
me I’d won the top writing award!” exclaimed award recipient Alex Freed.
Alex continued sharing his thoughts
about the award: “I am both surprised
and humbled by the decision of the
Boothe Committee. To be honest, I
do not feel that I deserve to be in the
company of so many of the IHUM kids
who’ve been honored by this prize.”
After the committee made its announcement, the decision was analyzed
by students and professors across campus.
“It doesn’t matter that he hasn’t actually written the paper,” remarked IHUM
professor Rob Reich.

“The Prize serves to affirm the work
we know he’ll accomplish before the
end of the quarter.
By presenting the award now, we
hope to bolster his agenda, staving off
procrastination and enabling him to
write the paper he promised us on the
first day of class.”

Opinion: Excuse Me Ma’am, But
I Think Your Breasts Are Fake
I’ve seen a lot of breasts in my
day, and that set looks nothing
like anything I’ve seen before.
For starters, they both seem to
point the same way.
Believe me, the left breast
should point left and the right
breast should point to the right— By Ted Reed
that’s how nature intended it.
Do I have to remind you of how many breasts
I’ve seen?
Plus, when you walk your breasts seem to jiggle
about. That’s not what real breasts do. Real breasts
stay in place as you move forward, just like bones or
rocks. I doubt those could even poke my eye out!
What’s that? You don’t think that I’ve ever even
seen a real breast! Well then why don’t you just
take a peek into my internet browser history? And
if that’s not enough—which believe me it should
be—how about you check my latest pay-per-view
statement.
Believe me, I’ve seen a lot breasts, and yours
don’t look anything like any of the other ones I’ve
seen. What was that? Have I ever seen breasts that
aren’t represented on some sort of screen? Well, I
mean…

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
last weeks winner: Michael Liu
QUOTE “I’m not a gamer, I’m a farmer” - cady ching on farmville

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

3

The number of people who can actually explain to you
the differences between Cardinal Points, Cardinal Dollars,
Meal Points, Stanford Card Plan, Stanford Credit Card
Plan, and the Stanford Confuse You and Take Your Money
Plan. And even those guys are pretty confused about it.
VOTE ON THE DAILY POLL AND PLAY THE CAPTION CONTEST

WWW.STANFORDFLIPSIDE.COM
TWITTER => flipsideUpdate
last weeks answers: BOOKENDS, TOP DOG, ALL GREEK TO ME, EVERY
OTHER TIME

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT J=S

“AB JTIISSQ, XTEK OJ HTYIWRM OA BKKBFATLYAYSJ OJ MBT
QB OA IBLIRTJYBLJ.” - NSLXOEYL GFOLWRYL
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: BEING DEEPLY LOVED BY SOMEONE GIVES YOU STRENGTH, WHILE LOVING SOMEONE DEEPLY GIVES YOU COURAGE. - LAO TZU
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JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: RAVER FUZZY ZONING BEHOLD scorching
words from an employer YOU’RE FIRED
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